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Welcome to RRDS

 Round the table: 

- Firms: Allianz, Blackrock, BMO, Citi, Credit Suisse, DB, GAM, Goldman Sachs, LBG, Morgan Stanley, Standard Chartered, UBS

- Infrastructure: Regnosys, Inforalgo, Business Semantics

- Trade Associations: ISDA

 Today ~25 people will discuss:

- A proposal for a RegTech Council EMIR Refit interpretation project

- Benefits and resource commitments

- Key stakeholders, thresholds and next steps for the launch of Q4 project

- What to do about our survey

 Abbreviated rules of the road: 

- No free rides - this does not work if you let others do all the talking

- Silence = agreement

- Chatham House Rule applies

- All attendees will receive copies of the minutes.  Members will receive presentation materials.

- Smile, your photo might wind up on LinkedIn

Thank you to Standard Chartered for hosting
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2019 JWG plan

2019

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Feb

TSS  11: Lines of defence 

8 firms 

TSS  12: False positives 

11 firms

JWG Trade Surveillance Special interest group

TSS  13: Conduct regulation 

and communications 

9 firms 

TSS  14: AML & surveillance –

Gaps and RegTech opportunity
TSS  15: Voice and 

eComms

TSS  16: SMCR, 

eComms, Voice and 

Trade surveillance

JWG thought leadership plan

JWG RegTech SIGs provide a collaborative, high-trust environment uniting SMEs from the sell-side, buy-side and vendors to 

understand how RegTech can help solve regulatory challenges.

RRDS 14: Leveraging FCA 

digital reporting for SFTR

11 firms

RRDS18: EMIR Refit SoW

RRDS 15: MiFID 

transparency 

regime post-Brexit

9 firms

RRDS 16: EMIR Refit

8 firms 

RRDS 17: EMIR Refit + UK 

future of finance

RRDS 13: SFTR 

Implementation 

heatmap 2

11 firms

JWG Reporting and reference data

RegTech Conference 

2019
RegBeaconReporting Digital Regulation Surveillance

RRDS19: CAT  & US 

efforts

RRDS 20: EU FDS 

++

CMS 9: AMLD V 

PMO

8 firms

CMS 10: AMLD V 

30+31

11 firms

CMS 11: 

RegTech use 

case & data 

model

7 firms

CMS 12: Data 

exchange

7 firms  

CMS 13: 

Registry gaps, 

targets & 

priorities

CMS 14: FCA AML Thematic review 

part II 

CMS 15:  MiFID II 

Client 

Appropriateness & 

ESMA’s lessons learnt

CMS 16:  Year-end 

RegTech wrap-up 

and 2020 prioriitess

JWG Client Management

RegTech Conference Feb 

2020

2020

DRR dinner

RegBeacon RegBeaconTeschSprint
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 16:00 Introductions

 16:10: Recap of proposed scope, objectives and approach

 16:45 Benefits and resource commitments

 17:00 Key stakeholders and thresholds for launch

 17:15 Next steps

 17:30 End

Agenda
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►EMIR Refit DRR project: Through working with industry SMEs, the RegTech Council has identified the opportunity for a 

collaborative project to develop a suite of resources that can be used by firms to support the production of high-

quality EMIR Refit data at a lower price point for the industry. This proposed project will be a collaborative effort 

including regulators, financial firms, industry bodies and RegTech firms.

►Digital reporting background: Digital Regulatory Reporting takes a holistic approach to improve the efficiency and 

flexibility of regulatory data collection. It uses semantic technologies to transform ambiguous natural language legal 

text into a controlled, disambiguated language. This interpretative language allows rules to be constructed in the 

language of a specific domain or asset class. The 2019 FCA DRR TechSprint proved that semantic/tech interpretation 

can be linked to executable code.

►EMIR background: EMIR Refit became law on 17 June 2019 and reporting systems need to be 

updated by Q4 2021. With technical standards in development now, there is an opportunity to engage the FCA and 

ESMA on the detailed requirements with technology that enables interpretation to be efficiently captured, stored 

and made practical.

EMIR Refit Project & background
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►RTC position: A global not-for-profit public / private forum focused on changing the way FS regulations are developed, 

implemented and monitored. All market ecosystem participants work together to create value through:

✓ Safe space. An independent forum for members to share ideas freely

✓ Membership crowdsourcing. Top insight from the public and private sector

✓ Collaboration. Being in a safe space to explore the ‘art of the possible’

✓ Project execution. Research and development to enhance industry practice

✓ Reusable IP: Enables open source sharing of artefacts across the industry

►The vision: facilitating high quality digital compliance

✓ Digitizing regulation

✓ Digitizing regulatory change

✓ Digitizing reporting and monitoring by firms and regulators

RTC overview

Mission: To facilitate the digitisation of regulations across Financial Services
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RTC business model

RTC Governance Committee:

► Meets 3x pa. 

► Sets the direction and priorities

► Oversees the development of the RegTech Council 

► Monitors the performance of the RegTech Council

Open access:

► Web and social media presence

► Events / conferences. 

► Share collateral, news, plans and show case RegTech

pilots and projects 

► Funded through membership fee

► Training & communications

Work - research and pilots:

► Cross firm collaborations to identify testing solutions

► Each project self-funded by firms and RegTechs (cash 

and resources)

► Output of projects shared across council 
Paid-for secretariat 

supporting all activities

Innovation - RegTech services and platform:

► Development of services for firms an regulators

► Supporting small, medium and large firms  

► Future platform business model delivering RegTech solutions as a service 

• Problem statements
• Feedback & qualification

• Development of products and services
• Communications
• Adoption 
• Experience

• Feedback
• Priorities

The Reg Tech Council Plenary Forum:

► Meets 3x pa. 

► A ‘safe space’ where regulators, firms, RegTechs and academics can 

discuss & make proposals for  pilots

► Defines workstream for collaborative research and pilot projects

► In UK: FCA and Bank/PRA participate and collaborate

Members will set the agenda starting in Q419
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►What the project will achieve: By early Q2, firms will have deployable artefacts and a working prototype that prove 

the value and scalability of the approach. Firms will have the opportunity to participate in the follow-on scaling 

phase.

►Deliverables: Three deliverables will be produced and shared in the public domain that can then be used in the 

production of EMIR reports:

✓ Best practices. A revised ISDA EMIR Best Practices matrix expressed in both natural language and an unambiguous and machine-

readable language that are direct “views” of the ISDA CDM.

✓ Machine executable rules (MER). The ISDA Common Domain Model augmented with rules that are directly executable by 

machines to compute EMIR reports from CDM source transactions.

✓ Machine-readable test scenarios. A suite of test case transactions represented as CDM objects and their expected output.

In addition, a working prototype will demonstrate how those artefacts can be articulated as part of an end-to-end EMIR 

technical implementation.

►Why participate: Project participants will set the agenda and shape artefacts to demonstrate that EMIR standards are 

met. Artefacts will be directly deployable in their EMIR Refit implementation and testing programmes.

EMIR Refit Project overview
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Deliverable: Three ISDA CDM artefacts

Best Practices
Delivered as a set of documents (PDF, Excel 

etc.) that are direct “views” of the ISDA CDM

Machine-Executable Rules (MER)
A set of ISDA CDM components directly 

executable by machine to compute report from 

source transactions

Machine-Readable Test Scenarios
A set of ”stereotype” transactions represented as 

ISDA CDM objects and their expected report 

output

All available Open-Source as part of the ISDA CDM source-control repository

User documentation

ISDA CDM
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The process for each sprint and the outputs

Reporting Logic

Market Practice

Regulatory Corpus

Test Scenarios

Report Output

Best Practices

Working Group 

ValidationRepeat

Take 1 rule and 
assess all logical 

permutations

Test MER 
logic

Project into 
documents 

for BAs

Prepare visual 
materials

The RTC proposes to use:

Rosetta Core
(the native ISDA CDM editor)

to turbo-charge the delivery cycle

SMEs

Agile process envisioned:
- tight loop (1-2 weeks), with scope increasing at each iteration

- each iteration produces “shippable” (ISDA CDM) output that firms can use directly
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Using Rosetta Core: Step #1

Reporting Logic

Test Scenarios

Take 1 rule and 
assess all logical 

permutations

- Product type
- Execution type
- Counterparty location
- Transaction event type

Step 1
➢ Write the MER logic:
Re-usable logic components across reporting 
regimes are already available in the ISDA CDM

➢ This is Rosetta Core:
A fully web-based editor for the ISDA CDM 
designed for Business Analysts

➢ Edit the set of test scenarios
Example permutations to test:
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Using Rosetta Core: Step #2

Report Output

Reporting Logic

Test MER 
logic

➢ Real-time feed-back:
All test scenarios automatically recompute 
the report as MER logic is edited 

Step 2

Test Scenarios
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Using Rosetta Core: Step #3

Best Practices

Reporting Logic

Step 3

Report Output

Test Scenarios

Project into 
documents 

for BAs

➢ Best Practices as ISDA CDM “views”
For instance, rules can be presented in table 
format, aligned onto ESMA’s RTS.
Downloadable in other formats: PDF, Excel etc.
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►Scope: A defined set of contract types, asset classes and decision criteria – to be determined by the project team. At 

the conclusion of the project the team will recommend an approach incorporating further contracts and asset classes 
to deliver the most valuable coverage for firms. A subset of the 94 items in the ISDA EMIR Best Practices to focus on the 

most commonly used data elements. The scope can be expanded upon member request

►Resourcing: The project team will be comprised of a project manager, business analyst and CDM 

technician. ISDA CDM Subject Matter Experts will support the sprints. Subject Matter Experts from financial firms / 

service providers / RegTech firms will work on the sprints. RegTech Council resources will ensure alignment across the 

Council’s portfolio and assist with governance and communications.

►Timing: Steering Committee commitments by November 2019; project launch in January 2020; Initial sprint complete 

by February, phase 1 complete by summer 2020

Project ToR
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EMIR Refit Project - Timeline

RTC 
Governance

Programme 
Execution

Enlist stakeholders

ToR
Q1 Governance 

meeting
Q2 Governance 

meeting

Q3 Governance 

meeting

Q4 Governance 

meeting

Define life-cycle events 

Detailed data definitions Data validation rules Use case scenarios

Mobilise Sprints

Assume RTS / ITS issued in Q2 2020
Legislative 

Process

Project set-up

Model foundation

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 4 Sprint n

By product, event

RTS obligations

Review 1 Review 2 Review 3

Regulatory / Peer dialogue

2019

Q

4

Q1 Q2 Q3

2020Model maintenance

Final Deliverable

Phase 

II

Sprint 3

Assume implementation required Q2 2021
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 16:00 Introductions

 16:10: Recap of proposed scope, objectives and approach

 16:45 Benefits and resource commitments

 17:00 Key stakeholders and thresholds for launch

 17:15 Next steps

 17:30 End

Agenda
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►Project Cost: At 10 firms project members, fees are £30,000 + VAT.

►Benefits:

✓ Firms. Drastically reduced costs, high confidence in best practices, proven method of making downstream system changes

✓ Regulators: Better quality data. A pathway to consider how new reporting regimes could be designed, a test laboratory to 

consider how rule book semantics might work in the future

✓ Technology suppliers. Open source artefacts which they can build into their tooling (i.e., compliant or ‘CDM inside’)

►What happens if we do nothing: Firms face higher cost of change, data quality far more inconsistent and the risk of 

fines much greater. Trade associations will facilitate dialogue, but heavy lifting will be left to the industry. Reporting 

infrastructure and solution providers will be forced to develop their own interpretation of ‘what good looks like’.

►EMIR project follow-on: Along with the EMIR project, the RTC will pursue delivering text in rule books that is 

unambiguous in natural language and understandable by machines in formal logic, and also a review of the ‘end to 

end’ reporting framework. 

Business case
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Resources

► Project Manager – assume 2.5 days a week:

– Responsible for planning, monitoring and reporting for the project.

– Securing and mobilising resources, including Business Analysts, SMEs for the sprints and peer reviews and to complete final 

deliverables.

– Responsible for financial management for the project

► Business Analyst – assume one full time.  More will be needed if the number of sprints exceeds four 

– Works with each sprint to complete the documentation and ensuring the quality and integrity of the work 

– Responsible for the sharing work across sprints so that groups can share and inherit definitions across sprints 

– Works with Project Manger to complete final deliverables, including Peer reviews

– Will need to someone knowledgeable and experienced in the ISDA Common Domain Model and DSL

► Technician to support work on the Common Domain Model and Domain Specific Language

► ISDA CDM / DSL Subject Matter Experts – assume 2.5 day a week

– Expert in Common Domain Model and DSL to provide support to sprints as questions arise

– Supports completion of final deliverables, both in terms of CDM update and Word / PowerPoint documents to support communication and dissemination 

of final deliverables 

► Subject Matter Experts from financial firms / service providers / RegTech firms – assume 0.5 days a week

– Responsible for the working on sprints and development of agreed data requirements / definitions & test cases 

– One SME will act as the sprint lead and be responsible for the schedule and organising meetings & workshops

– Point of contact of Business Analyst, Project Manager and other sprint leads 

EMIR Refit Project
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EMIR Refit Project costs

Requirements

Assume Project Manager @£1000 / day for 90 days £90,000

Assume Business Analyst @ £700 / day for 180 days £126,000

Support and technology from Regnosys £50,000

ISDA CDM / DSL SME, assume no charge £0.00

Subject Matter Experts, assume no charge £0.00

RegTech Council Fees for supporting communication, dissemination and curating final deliverables £15,000

Based on these estimates the project will cost £281,000. If we assume 10 firms (financial and RegTech firms) 

participate and allow from some contingency the cost per firm would be £30,000. This would less if more firms 

participate and could be scaled to reflect the size of firms.
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Summary questions

► Is the scope of the work sufficient to deliver real value for EMIR Refit programmes?

► The likelihood we will get the resources to do it?

► The constraints we must satisfy?  

► Limitations?  Needs?

► When must it start?
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 16:00 Introductions

 16:10: Recap of proposed approach

 16:30 Scope of Work review

 16:45 Benefits and resource commitments

 17:00 Key stakeholders and thresholds for launch

 17:15 Next steps

 17:30 End

Agenda
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Linking in with the RTC mobilization plan

2019

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2

2020

Enlist stakeholders

ToR

Q4 

Governance 
meeting

Q1 Governance 

meeting

Q2 Governance 

meeting

Core team business model ToR

Go-live

Regulatory engagement

Project portfolio review

Wave 1 term sheets

Firm engagement

Tech engagement

17th October
RTC Plenary meeting

8/11 October
Testing commitment 

with firms. vendors

EMIR refit CDM

AMLDV UBO registry 

Project 
launch

Wave 2 term sheets

Project
launch

7 Feb
JWG RegTech Capital 

Markets

Legal form Resourcing Marketing / Comms

10 Oct

26 Sept
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► 11 October – RTC 2.0 Vendor Vision, Mission & plan input @ FCA

► 17 October – Final RTC 1.0 plenary @ FCA

► Early November – RTC Core team planning meeting

► Mid November – EMIR DRR RTC launch plan

► November/ December – possible RTC 2.0 Governance kickoff

► January 2020  – possible RTC 2.0 project kick-offs

– Citadel UBO standard requirements 

– EMIR Refit DRR

► 7 February 2020 – JWG RegTech conference 

Key dates for your diary
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Next RRDS agenda and date

FCA TechSprint & Citadel UBO 

solution

12 November @ GAM

EMIR Refit DRR Launch Plan
26 Nov @ Goldman Sachs or GAM

Overcoming barriers to integrated 

surveillance: trade, voice, 

eComms, conduct and AML

5 November @ Barclays
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Thank you

info@jwg-it.eu 

www.jwg-it.eu 
Call us:

+44 20 7870 8004

/jwg-group-ltd@jwg_group

Intelligence Collaboration Actionable insight

www.regtechfs.com www.jwg-it.eu/collaboration www.RegDelta.com

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?mostPopular=&gid=3133911

